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1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this paper is to develop a theory of periodic processes of 
sufficient generality that it can be applied to systems defined by partial 
differential equations (distributed parameter systems), functional differential 
equations of retarded and neutral type (hereditary systems), systems arising 
in the theory of elasticity, etc. A large number of examples of autonomus 
processes (dynamical systems) and more complete references can be found 
in the paper [l] by Hale. There the principal objective was to obtain a gener- 
alized invariance principle and to exploit this invariance to obtain a general 
stability theory. The results in [l] were extended in [2] by Slemrod to periodic 
dynamical systems and Dafermos in [3] gave in invariance principle for 
compact processes which include periodic processes. Recent applications of 
this stability theory can be found in [4-71. 
The purpose here is to develop in the spirit of the work above a general 
and meaningful theory of dissipative periodic systems. More specifically, 
we study the iterates of the period map T associated with a class of dissipative 
periodic processes, prove that large iterates of T always have fixed points, 
characterize and prove the existence and stability of the maximal compact 
invariant set of T. Nonlinear ordinary differential equations which are 
periodic and dissipative were studied by Levinson [8] in 1944 and more 
general results can be found in [9-l I]. This paper also includes all of the 
results stated in [12]. For ordinary differential equations, the period map T 
is topological and the space is locally compact. However, for the applications 
we have in mind, the mapping may not be topological and the state spaces 
are not locally compact. Because of this and because we wish a unified 
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theory with a wide range of applications, the identification of suitable 
hypotheses and their theory is by no means a trivial exercise. 
Section 2 is devoted to the definition and examples of processes. Sections 3 
and 4 contain the basic theory for a special class of dissipative processes. 
Some indication is given in Section 3 of how the theory relates to retarded 
functional differential equations, neutral functional differential equations and 
partial differential equations. Applications of the theory and sufficient 
conditions for dissipativeness in terms of Liapunov functions will be discussed 
in a later paper. 
2. PROCESSES 
Let R denote the real numbers, R+ the nonnegative reals and let X be 
a Banach space with norm 1 * I. Consider a mapping U: R x X x Rf 4 X 
and define a mapping U(a, 7): X -+ X for each (T E R, 7 E R+ by 
U(a, .)x = u(u, x, T), 
It is convenient to interpret U(a, r)x as the state of the system at time u + r 
if initially the state of the system at time o was x. A process on a Banach space 
X is a mapping u: R x X x Rf + X with the following properties: 
u is continuous, (2.1) 
U(U, 0) = I, the identity, (2.2) 
U(0 + s, T) U(0, s) = U(0, s + T). (2.3) 
Thus a process is essentially what was called in [2] a “generalized non- 
autonomous dynamical system” and differs by the continuity condition on 
u from what was called a process in [3]. The (positive) motion or orbit through 
(a, x) is UT>,, U(u, T)X. A motion is said to be periodic of period 01> 0 if 
U(u, 7 + a) = U(U,T) for all 7 E R+. 
A process is said to be periodic of period w > 0 if U(u + UJ, T) = U(u, T) 
for all u E R, 7 E R+. A process is said to be autonomous (or the process is 
a dynamical system) if U(u, T) = U(0, T) for all u E R, 7 E R+. 
Let us now give some examples of processes. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Ordinary differential equations. Suppose f: R x En -G En 
is continuous and for any u E R, t E En, the solution y(t, u, .$, ~(cr, u, 5) = 6, 
of the equation 
bt =f(t, Lx) 
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exists for all t > 0, is unique and depends continuously upon t, cr, [. 
Uniqueness of the solution implies ~(t + 7, 0, 5) = p;(t + T, p)(t, u, 0). 
Therefore, if we let u(a, f,  7) = ~(u + 7, (J, 0, then u is a process on E’“. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Retarded functional differential equations. Let I 2, 0 be 
given, C = C([-Y, 01, En) be the space of continuous functions mapping 
[-Y, 0] into En with the topology of uniform convergence. For any continuous 
function .X defined on [-Y, A), A > 0, and any t E [0, A), let .Q in C be 
defined by ~~(0) = x(t + Q), -Y < 8 < 0. Suppose f: R x C-E” is 
continuous. A function x = x((T, q) defined and continuous on [u - Y, 0 + z3), 
‘4 ;J 0, is said to be a solution of the retarded functional differential equation 
9*(t) =f(t, xt) (2.4) 
with initial value v  at 0 if X, = g, and x(t) satisfies (2.4) for t E (a, u + -il). 
For any (a, y) E R x C, suppose a solution X(U, v) exists on [-Y, x), 
is unique and X(U, v)(t) depends continuously on (u, v, t). I f  u(u, p), T) ==- 
x,+,(u, v), then u is a process on C. A brief survey of the history of functional 
differential equations is given in [13]. For sufficient conditions for existence 
uniqueness, continuity and continuation to the right, see [I, 4, 14, 15 or 161. 
These conditions are quite similar to the ones for ordinary differential 
equations. 
If  we assume further that f (t + w, p’) = f (t, F) for all (t, F) E R x C 
and f takes bounded sets of R x C into bounded sets of E”, then every 
bounded orbit of (2.4) is precompact in C. In fact, even more is true: for any 
bounded set B C C, there is a compact set B* in C such that x+ E B.for 
u<t<u+s, S&Y 
impZies x1 e B* for u + Y < t < u + s. This is clear because if / x(t)! -:I h 
for t E [u, u + s], then / *, / < d for t E [u + Y, u + s] and some constant d. 
This smoothing of the initial data was exploited by Hale in [1] although 
he did not use and did not need a smoothing property as strong as this one. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Functional differential equations of neutral type. A general 
definition of equations of neutral type as well as basic theorems of existence, 
uniqueness, continuous dependence and continuation may be found in [16] 
(see also [4]). For the purposes of this paper, we are content to illustrate them 
in a special case. 
With the notation as in Example 2.2, let D, f: R x C -+ En be continuous, 
D(t, C+I) = y(O) + B,(t) v(-yl> + ... + B,(t) v(--r& (2.5) 
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where 0 < rj < r (if Bj $ 0), B,(t) are uniformly continuous and bounded 
for t E R. A function x = x(u, 9’) defined and continuous on [u - Y, (T + A), 
A > 0 is said to be a solution of the neutral functional differential equation 
(44 w, 4 = f(4 4 (2.6) 
with initial value 9 at 0 if X, = v, D(t, XJ is continuously differentiable on 
(a, u + A) and satisfies (2.6) on (a, u + A). We assume that for any 
(u, 9’) E R x C, a solution x(u, 9,) exists on [u - r, 00) is unique and X(U, p))(t) 
is continuous in (a, v, t). The function ~(a, p), r) = x,+,(u, q) is a process 
on C. 
In general, the solutions of a neutral functional differential equation are 
no smoother than the initial data. In particular, a bounded orbit in C may not 
belong to a precompact set in C. To overcome this difficulty, further condi- 
tions were imposed in [4] on the operator D. More specifically, the operator D 
is said to be stable if there is a constant N such that for every function h 
continuous on R, the solution x(u, v, lz), x&u, cp, h) = q of the equation 
satisfies 
W, 4 = D(u, v) + h(t) - h(u) 
It is shown in [4] that the operator D is stable iff the solutions of the homo- 
geneous equation D(t, xt) = 0 are uniformly asymptotically stable. 
Now suppose D(t, q),f(t, 9’) are w-periodic in t, D is stable and .f takes 
bounded sets into bounded sets. Then it is not difficult to show that an orbit 
of (2.6) bounded in C is precompact in C. In fact, if x is the solution corre- 
sponding to the bounded orbit, then 
D(t + 7, x t+J = D(u + ~3 x,+, ) + f;f(s> 4 & 
D(t, 4 = D(o, xc,> + j-h, 4 4 
0 
and 
D(t + 7, %+7 - 4 
= -D(t + ~,xt) + W, 4 + D(u + ~3 x,+,) - D(u, xc,) 
Using the definition of a stable operator D, the uniform continuity of D(t, q) 
in t and the continuity of x,+, in 7, one obtains the result. 
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Actually the same proof gives the following result: 
Remark 2.1. If K is a compact subset of C and umeK ~+.(a, p’) is bounded, 
then umEK y+(a, v) is precompact. This latter property is not necessarily true 
if K is only a bounded set (compare with Example 2.2). 
Under the same hypotheses as above, the solution operator T(t, u)p, ‘?? 
x,(0, y) has the following interesting property: 
Remark 2.2. There is a linear operator T,(t, u) and constants K > 0, 
01 > 0 such that 
/ T,(t, U)I < Ke-cl(t-a), t ; : 0, 
and a nonlinear operator T,(t, u) such that for any bounded set B C C, there is 
is a compact set B* C C such that T(t, U)~I E B for u ST t -.< u + s, s > r, 
implies T,(t, ~)p, E B* for u + r < t .< u + s and 
T(t, a) = T&, 4 + Tz(t, 4. 
A special case of this result was proved by Hale in [ 171. The same proof gives 
the more general result stated here. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Partial di$j%rential equations. Certain types of parabolic 
and hyperbolic partial differential equations have been shown to define 
processes on appropriate Sobolev spaces (see [l&20]). In the parabolic case, 
the solution is generally smoother than the initial data and a bounded orbit 
is precompact. In the hyperbolic case, this smoothing effect does not take 
place. On the other hand, if we know that a hyperbolic equation defines 
a process on two Sobolev spaces GY’, V with a C ‘i algebraically and topologi- 
tally and the injection map completely continuous, then a bounded orbit 
in g will be precompact in P?. This property has been used effectively in 
the analysis of the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of partial differential 
equations (see [l, 21, 221) and we will use it again for periodic processes. 
Our objective in this paper is to study the existence of periodic solutions 
and asymptotic behavior of periodic processes. For a periodic process and 
any fixed t E R, there is associated a continuous mapping T: X - X defined 
by 
TX = U(u, w)x. 
If  T” is the n-th iterate of T, it follows from (2.3) that T” = U(u, nw). Since 
for a periodic process 
U(u, T + kw) = U(u + kw, T) U(u, kw) = U(u, 7) U(u, kw), 
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it follows that the fixed points of Tk correspond to periodic motions of period 
kw of the periodic process. 
With this motivation, we now turn our attention to the study of discrete 
dynamical systems; namely, the iterates of a continuous mapping T: X-t X, 
where X is a Banach space. The (9 osa zve motion or orbit y+(x) through x E X 2’ ) 
is the sequence Tnx, n = 0, 1,2 ,... . A point y  is said to be a limit point 
of the motion through x if there exists a subsequence nk of integers such that 
n, + cc and TQx -+ y as k -+ co. The limit set L(x) is the set of all limit 
points of T”(x). Note that 
L(x) = fi Cl 6 Tn(x), (2.7) 
j=O n=j 
where Cl denotes closure. 
A set MC X is said to be positively invariant if T(M) C M and negatively 
invariant if MC T(M). It is said to be invariant if T(M) = M; that is, if it is 
both positively and negatively invariant. Negative invariance and the axiom 
of choice implies the existence on M of a right inverse T-l to T. Hence we have 
Tn defined for all integers n [when n is negative Tn = (T-l)-“] with the 
property that TL-j = TkT-i for all nonnegative integers k,j. Thus negative 
invariance implies the existence of an extension over all integers of each 
positive motion through a point of M and the negative extension is contained 
in M. Although the following lemma is essentially contained in [l-3], the 
proof for the case of discrete motions is especially simple and is included. 
The same proof yields the more general result, Lemma 4.1. 
LEMMA 2.1. If y+(x) is precompact, then the limit set L(x) is nonempty, 
compact and invariant. 
Proof. L(x) is the intersection (2.7) of a descending sequence of nonempty 
compact sets and is therefore nonempty and compact. The continuity of T 
implies L(x) is positively invariant. Let y  EL(X). Then there is a sequence of 
integers nj such that nj + co, Tnjx + y  as j -+ co. By the precompactness 
assumption, we can select a subsequence (which we again label as nj) such 
that Tnj-lx+ a as j-t co. Now z EL(X) and Tz = lim,+, T”fx = y by the 
continuity of T. Hence L(x) C T(L(x)) which shows L(x) is invariant. 
We now wish to impose on the operator T “smoothing” properties which 
will permit T to be the period map associated with any of the periodic 
processes mentioned in the above examples. Also, one expects that real 
processes will be dissipative for large displacements and the notion of dissi- 
pativeness is naturally associated with boundedness. With applications in 
mind, we develop a theory of dissipative processes based on boundedness 
and the smoothing property alluded to above. 
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3. DISSIPATIVE SYSTEMS 
Suppose 28, V are Banach spaces, a C % algebraically and topologically 
and the injection map I taking g into V is continuous. Suppose T defines 
a discrete dynamical system on both a and 5%‘. The symbol ‘!Rcg(A) denotes 
the c-neighborhood in 29 of a subset A of 9’. The symbol C 1 s&A denotes the 
closure in g of a subset A of V. If  B is a subset of a, then y(B) = urE8 y+(x). 
At times, we need the following hypotheses on T. 
VA) A dissipative property. There exists a bounded set B C 29 such 
that for each bounded set M C G? and x E V, there is a neighborhood Ory; C % 
of x and an integer N(x, M) such that Tlz[OzV r\ M] C B for all n 3 N(x, M). 
(H2) A smoothness property. For each bounded set B Cti, there 
exists a bounded set A C GJ with B* Er ClwA compact in g such that, 
for every E > 0, there is an integer n&c, B) with the property that T”x E B 
for 0 < n < N, N 3 n,,(~, B), implies T”x E Scg(A) for n,(c, B) :g n <, JV. 
(W A$xed-point property. There is an integer k, such that for every 
closed bounded convex set B C 99 and every integer k > k, , if T”Cl,B is 
bounded for 0 < n < k and T”: CI,B * Cl,B, then Tk has a fixed point 
in Cl,B. 
W4) A smoothness property. For any bounded set B C.?8 with 
CI,B compact in V, if r+(B) is bounded in 8 then y+(CIYB) is precompact 
in %. 
Before discussing some of the properties of discrete dynamical systems 
described by a system satisfying property (Hi)-(HJ, let us discuss these 
hypotheses in connection with the examples mentioned above. 
Let us consider first the case where 99 = G!? := X. Hypotheses (HI)-(HJ 
become 
(HI’) There is a bounded set B C X such that for any x E X, there is 
a neighborhood 0, of x and an integer N(x) such that T”O, C B for n > N(x). 
W’) For any bounded B C X, there is a compact B* C X such that 
for any c > 0, there is an n,(c, B) with the property that Tnx E B for 
0 < n < iv, N > n,,(e, B) implies T”x E %JB*) for n,(e, B) < n < IL’. 
(‘A’) There is an integer k, such that for every closed bounded convex 
set B C X and every integer k > k, , if T”B is bounded for 0 .‘; n -< k 
and TP: B j B, then T” has a fixed point in B. 
W’) For any compact set B C X, y*(B) bounded implies y+(B) 
precompact. 
In the previous section, it was shown that the operator T associated with 
retarded functional differential equations satisfied the following condition: 
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m There is a nonnegative integer n, , such that for any bounded set 
B C X, there is a compact set B* in X such that Tnx E B for 0 < n < N, 
N 3 n, , implies T”x E B* for n, < n < N. 
Any operator that satisfies (Hi) automatically satisfies (H,‘), (Hs’), (Hp’). 
For instance, (Hs’) follows from the Schauder fixed-point theorem, since 
with K, = n, it follows that T”o(B) is contained in a compact set of X For 
operators satisfying (Hi), one can establish the results to follow under an 
hypothesis of dissipativeness weaker than (H,‘); in fact, we will show that it is 
enough to assume 
(H1) There is a bounded set B in X with the property that given x E X 
there is a positive integer N(x) such that T”x E B for n 3 N(x). 
THEOREM 3.1. If  T satis$es (Hi), (Hi), then T satisfies (HI’)-(Hi). 
Furthermore, there is a compact set K in X with the property that given a compact 
set H in X, there is a positive integer N(H) and an open neighborhood H, of H 
such that T”(H,) C K for all n > n(H). 
Proof. From the above remarks, it is only necessary to show that T 
satisfying (Hi), (Hi) implies T satisfies the last property stated in the theorem. 
We may always assume B in (H;) is open. Let B* be the corresponding 
compact set in (Hi) and n, the integer in (H,“). By the continuity of T, 
there is an open neighborhood 0, of x such that T”(0,) C B for N(x) <n < 
N(x) + no . Therefore, Tn@)Oe C B*, where n(x) = N(x) + no . Suppose H 
is an arbitary compact set in X. The neighborhoods 0, , x E H form a covering 
of H. Selecting from this covering a finite covering, we see there is an integer 
n(H) such that for each 0, of this finite covering there is an i = i(x) such that 
0 < i < n(H) and Ti(0,) C B*. Hence all we need to prove the theorem is to 
show that there is an integer N(B*) and a compact set K such that T”(B*) C K 
for n > N(B*). Let x E B* and let n > n(B*) be any positive integer. There is 
then a least integer j, 0 <j < n, such that Tn-jx E B* and Tn-” $ B* for 
0 < Iz < j. It follows by what was shown above that 0 < j < n(B*). Hence 
T”x is contained in the union K of B*, T(B*),..., TncB*)(B*), which is 
compact. This completes the proof. 
Remark 3.1. From the above proof, if T satisfies (Hi), then T satisfies 
(Hr) if there is a bounded set B in X with the property that given x E X 
there is a positive integer N(x) such that P(x) E B for N(x) < n < N(x) + no. 
It is only necessary to require that T”(x) remain in B long enough to 
“smooth”. 
When T satisfies (Hi), (H;), then it follows from Theorem 3.1 that, for 
some integer k, , Tn has a fixed point for each n > k, (Corollary 3.2 below). 
If, in addition, T maps bounded sets into bounded sets, we can prove a bit 
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more and include a result of Yoshizawa for retarded functional differential 
equations whose solutions are uniformly bounded and uniformly ultimately 
bounded (see Yoshizawa [23] or [24]). The integer n, of this corollary is the 12” 
of (Hi). For ordinary differential equations no = 1 and for retarded functional 
differential equations n, = 1 if w 3 r w is the period and r is the retardation). ( 
COROLLARY 3.1. If  T satisfies (Hi), (Hi) and maps bounded sets into 
bounded sets, then T” has a fixed point for each n >, n, . 
Proof. With n 3 n,, we know that T” is completely continuous. Since 
the closed convex hull of a compact set is compact, we may assume that the 
compact set K in Theorem 3.1 is convex. Let f  = T”, select i sufficiently 
large that fj(K) C K, let G be the union of K, f(K),...,fj(K), and let S, 
be an open ball containing G. Thenfk(K) C S, for all k = 0, l,..., and for 1~1 
sufficiently largef”“(Si) C K by Theorem 3.1 and the fact thatf is completely 
continuous. It then follows from Browder’s extension in [25] of the Schauder 
fixed-point theorem that f  has a fixed point. 
Note added in proof: Corollary 3.1 has been proved also by W. A. HORN, 
Trans. .4m. Math. Sot. 149 (1970), 391-404. 
For the neutral equation in Example 2.3, Remark 2.2. implies that (Ha’) is 
satisfied by the corresponding operator T. Also, the same type of argument 
shows that, on a set B satisfying (Ha’), the operator T”o is the sum of a contrac- 
tion and a completely continuous operator and thus, has the fixed-point 
property (see [16] and [17]). Hypothesis (HL) is the same as Remark 2.1. 
Thus, we see the significance of our hypotheses for functional differential 
equations of both retarded and neutral type. 
The case 9 C %‘, 99 # %?, was introduced to treat partial differential 
equations and especially hyperbolic equations. The spaces 2, ‘& are usually 
chosen so that the injection map I: g - % is completely continuous. For 
such a situation hypothesis (H,) is satisfied by any continuous T since we can 
take A = B, ~,JE, B) = 1. Similarly (Ha) and (H4) are satisfied by any 
continuous T. Therefore when the injection map is completely continuous, 
the only hypotheses that will ever be made on T are continuity and (Hi). 
The following result is the more general analog of Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. If  T satis$es (Hi), (H,), then there is a bounded set A C 98 
such that K 2’ Cl wA is compact and, given any compact set H C V, there is 
a 97-neighborhood H, of H in %? such that for any E > 0 and any bounded set 
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MC a, T”[H,, n CI,M] is bounded in %7 for each n 2 0 and there is an 
integer n,(H, M, 6) with 
T”[Ho n M] C YIEa(A), n > n&Y M, 4. 
Proof. Let B be as in (H,), A and B* as in (Ha). Then K = B* is compact. 
Let H be an arbitrary compact set. Since T is locally dissipative, for any x E H 
and any bounded MC 9, there is a V-neighborhood 0, of x and an integer 
N(x, M) such that T”[O, n M] C B f  or n > N(x, M). Selecting from this 
covering of H a finite covering, we see there is an integer N(H, M) and a 
V-neighborhood HI C V of H such that T”[H, n M] C B for n > N(H, M). 
Since His compact and T is continuous, one can choose a finite covering of H 
in such a way that it yields a g-neighborhood H,, of H with H,, C HI and 
T”[H,,] bounded in V for 0 < n < N(H, M). Since T”[HO n M] C B for 
n > n(H, M), this implies T”[H,, n Cl%M] is bounded for II > 0. Using 
(Ha), for any E > 0, it follows that 
T”[H, n M] C ‘91Ea(A) for n > N(H, M) + n,,(~, B). 
I f  we suppress the dependence on B and let n,(H, M, E) = N(H, M) + n”(~, B) 
then the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If T satisfies (H,), (Ha), (Ha), then there is an integer k, 
such that Tn has a fixed point in %? for each n > k, . 
Proof. Take K, A as in Theorem 3.2. Since the closed convex hull of 
a compact set in a Banach space is compact, we may assume K, A convex. 
Choose E > 0 so small that S zf Cl&J&@(A)) C K,, where K, is the open 
set associated with K by Thm. 3.2. For M = mEa( Theorem 3.2 implies 
there is an integer n,(A, c) such that 
T”(‘%“W) C R”(A) 
for n > n,(A, G). Therefore, the continuity of T” implies 
T”(CIV91rB(A)) C C1,T”(III,a(A)) C Cl&“(A) 
for n > n,(A, E), or T” takes the closed bounded convex set S into itself for 
n > n,(A, c). Let k, = max{k, , n,(A, c)} where k, is the integer in (Ha). 
From Theorem 3.2, T”(S) is bounded for all n. 3 1. Therefore, (Ha) implies 
Tn has a fixed point in S for each n > k, . 
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4. THE LIMIT SET J 
We wish now to show that if T satisfies hypotheses (H,), (Ha) and (H4), 
then there is a compact invariant set I that is globally asymptotically stable. 
The set J is the natural generalization of the maximal compact invariant set 
introduced in [8], and when B = %, the set J is the maximal compact 
invariant set of [12]. 
Let A C 9’ be the bounded set of Theorem 3.2. Then K =- Cl,A is 
compact. Let 
J = 5 T”(K). (4.1) 
n=o 
Of course, since A is not unique, K is not unique, but we can prove that J 
is independent of A. Observe first that if J(A) is the set defined by (4. l), then 
J(A) C Tj( J(A)) for all j > 1. If  A, is any other bounded set satisfying the 
same conditions as A of Theorem 3.2 and Kl = Cl&, , then for any E > 0 
;hyni;;nKnl(K, Kl , c) such that T”(A) C %~9(A,), T”(A,) C Y&$(A) for 
Hl 7 1, c). Thus, for any positive sequence cj ---f 0 as j ---, co, there is 
a sequence nj - cc as j-+ cc such that 
T”@) C ‘iJ+J), T”Qfl) C %;(A), j- I,2 )... 
Consequently, there are positive 01~ --f 0 as j- CO such that 
T”j(K) = T”$C1+4) C Cly:T”(A) C Cl~%~(A,) C @(K,), j = 1, 2,..., 
T”W,) C ‘%:(K), j = 1, 2,... . 
Thus, J(K) C Kl , J(K,) C K. Since J(K) C Tj(J(K)) for allj >z 1 and any K, 
this proves that J is independent of K. 
For any bounded set B in g with H Ef CIwB compact, define L(H), 
the limit set of the motion through H, by 
L(H) = fi Cly: i, T”(H). 
j-0 ?,=j 
Then y  EL(H) means there exist sequences of integers nj and elements 
yi E H such that nj + CO and T”fy, - y  as j - co. When H is a single point 
this is the usual limit set L(x). Just as for Lemma 2.1, we obtain 
LEMMA 4.1. If  uEi T”(H) is precompact in % for j su#iciently large, then 
L(H) is a nonempty compact invariant set of 97;‘. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. A set M in %? is said to be a global attractor (g, U) if 
foreachxEg’, T*x+Min%‘asn+co. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose T satisfies (H,), (Ha), (HJ, A is the bounded set 
in 99 of Theorem 3.1 and K = Cl*A. Then J = L(K), J is a nonempty compact 
invariant set and J is a global attractor (99, V). If H is any other compact 
invariant set in %?, H = Cl VM for some bounded M C .G?, then H C J. 
Proof. Since T is locally dissipative and K is compact, there is an integer 
N(A) such that T”(A) = Tn[K n A] C B for n > N(A). Thus, y+(TNcA)A) 
is bounded in &@. Hypothesis (HJ implies y+(TNcA) Cl,A) is precompact 
in 5~7. Lemma 4.1 implies that L(K) . is a nonempty, compact invariant set of V. 
Clearly JCL(K). To prove the converse, suppose y  E L(K) and Tnixi + y 
as i -+ co where nj + co as j + cc and each xi E K. Since y+(TNcA)K) is 
precompact in V, for any integer j we can find a subsequence of the Tnc-jxi 
(which we label the same as before) and a yj E CIWy+(K) such that Tnt-jxi + yj 
as i-+ co. But then Tjyj = y  and thus y  E J. Therefore J = L(K). 
Now suppose that H is any compact invariant set in V? with H = ClgM 
and M bounded in 9. Then H = T”(H) for every n. Theorem 3.2 implies, for 
every E > 0, there is an n,(H, M, e) > 0 such that T”(H,, n M) C ‘91EB(A) for 
n 2 n,(H, M, c). Taking the closure in $7, we obtain, for n > n,(H, M, E), 
H = T”(H)C T”{Cl@(H,, n M)}C CIVT”{HO n M}C ClW!RE9(A) C ‘3$,,(K) 
for some positive a(e) + 0 as E --t 0. This implies H C K. 
Now suppose x is an arbitrary element of 9. Then CIV{x} = {x}. 
Theorem 3.2 implies y+(x) is bounded in 9 and (H4) implies y+(x) is pre- 
compact in 9?. Thus, L(x) is nonempty, compact and invariant, and L(x) C J. 
This proves J is a global attractor (9?‘, %) and completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Suppose JC V is an invariant set. We say J is stable 
(99, %) if for every E > 0, there is a 6 > 0 such that for every bounded set M 
in a, there is an integer n,(M, 6, E) such that 3: E 5Gayp( J) n M implies 
Tnx E ‘3,V( J) for n 3 n&M, 6, E). 
DEFINITION 4.3. Suppose J C g is an invariant set. We say J is weakly 
stable (9, U) if for any E > 0, there is a S > 0 such that if x E %ig(J), then 
Tnx E !R,W( J) for n 3 0. 
If  g = V, these two definitions are equivalent. 
LEMMA 4.2. If JC 9Y is invariant and J is compact in %?, then J stable 
(9?‘, U) implies J is weakly stable (g, U). 
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Proof. I f  J C .?8 is stable (9?‘, U), then for any E > 0, there is a 6 > 0 
such that for every 6, > 0, there is an integer n&6, , 6, c) such that 
implies T”x E m,‘(J) for n > n,(6, , 6, c). I f  J is compact, then there is a 
62 > 0 such that x E m:(J) implies Tnx E g2,“‘(J) for 0 < n <: n,@, , 6, c). 
I f  6, < 6, then x E a:(J) n St(J) implies TTLx E ‘LR,~(J) for n 3 0. If  we 
choose 6,’ < 6, so that a;,(J) C Y&t(J), th en x E %<,(J) implies Tnx E ‘REV(J); 
that is, J is weakly stable (a, %). 
The argument used in the proof of the following result is similar to OII~ 
used by LaSalle in [26]. 
THEOREhl 4.2. If T satisfies (Hi), (Ha), (H4) and J is as defined in (4.1), 
then J is weakly stable (39, %7) and if J C 9, then J is weakly stable (9, %). 
Proof. Assume J is not weakly stable (g’, 9). Then for some E > 0 (which 
may be chosen as small as desired), there are sequences of integers nj and 
yj E saV’( J) n :B such that ni d 00, yj -1 as j + “o, T”y, E ‘LR,~(J), 
0 < n < nj , and T”i+lyj is not in 5&‘@(J). The yj considered as elements of @ 
may or may not be unbounded. Since J is compact, we may assume there is 
aye Jsuchthatyj+yasj+co.ThesetH={y,yj;j} iscompactin%. 
If H is bounded in 9, then it follows from Theorem 3.2 that for any 
77 > 0 there is an integer n* = n*(H, 11) such that T”(H) C !Rvg(A) for 
n > n*. Thus, y-(T”*(H)) is bounded in 9Y. Hypothesis (H4) implies 
yV-( T”*(H)) is precompact. Therefore, Lemma 4.1 implies y  ‘zf L(H) is 
nonempty, compact and invariant. Furthermore, y  is the closure in % of 
a bounded set in @. Thus, Theorem 4.1 implies y  C J. Also, since yc( T”*(H)) 
is precompact in % we may assume (by choosing a subsequence if necessary) 
that T”ly, + z E % as j- so. Then z E y  C J. But this choice of the n, 
and yj implies that Tz # s2,%( J) and therefore Tz 6 J. Since J is invariant, 
this is a contradiction and the proof of the theorem is complete for the case 
in which H is bounded in ?8. 
If  H is unbounded in 9?, suppose the yj are ordered in such a way that 
ll Yj k49 - cxz as j-t co. From Theorem 3.2 for each integer j and real 7 >> 0, 
there is an integer N(j, 7) such that T”y, E %,,S(A) for n 2 iV(j, 7). Now 
we may assume the nj so chosen that nj > N(j, 7). Therefore, T”jy, E Sqg(A) 
for j = 1,2,... . Let H* = (T”ly, , T”zy, ,...I. Then yg+(H*) is bounded 
and hypothesis (H4) implies y+(H*) is precompact in %?. Therefore, there is 
a subsequence of the T”jy, which we label the same and a z such that 
Tn,yj - z asj - x). Since Tz is not in aGQ( J), z is not in J. But using the 
same argument as before .a EL(H) C J. This contradiction implies J is stable 
(9Y, ‘G). The last part of the theorem follows from Lemma 4.2. 
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